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“Life can only be
understood backwards;
but it must be lived
forwards.”
― Søren Kierkegaard
"The truth is that our
finest moments are
most likely to occur
when we are feeling
deeply uncomfortable,
unhappy, or unfulfilled.
For it is only in such
moments, propelled by
our discomfort, that we
are likely to step out of
our ruts and start
searching for different
ways or truer
answers."
― Unknown
“Sometimes, you have
to look back in order to
understand the things
that lie ahead.”
― Yvonne Woon

As another year comes to a close, I think it’s
important to step back for a moment and look
at our performances, both individually and as
an organization in regards to safety and
health.

Though we have standard industry

safety performance indicators such as TRIR,
each one of us has different opinions on what

In 2012, our goal is to focus on the quality of
our Site Assessments and Good Catches and
to ensure that the action of completing those
documents adds value throughout the
organization. Below is some basic data on our
Site Assessments and Good Catches through
12/17/2012:

makes us successful in safety; and so, though
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I could list off what I think defines our year in
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regards to safety, I’m more interested in how
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you think we did. In 2012, how would you rate
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our safety performance as a team?

How
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safety
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performance? I hope that each of you can say
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not only that your effort was Best-in-Class, but

0

would

you

rate

your

your results were too.

individual

If either missed the

mark in 2012, let’s make it our goal to improve
in 2013; improve our efforts and the results will
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follow.
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On behalf of our Executive Team and Safety
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Team, I would like to thank each of you for
your contributions to safety and health in
2012.

SITE ASSESSMENTS
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Did you
All year long we discuss safety messages that remind us to "work safely… don't take short-cuts…
prevent accidents..." To do this, of course, we have to keep our minds focused on our work. This
time of year, however, it’s easy to let our minds stray. Holiday stress may cause thoughts like:

know…?

Every minute, 17 children
go to the emergency room

•

“What will I buy everyone for Christmas? I hate shopping!”

•

“How will I pay for Christmas; it costs a fortune?”

•

“Holiday traffic is horrible! I'm completely stressed out by the time I get where I’m going.”

•

“My relatives and their kids are going to be here for a whole week. Please help me!”

•

“If I hear Alvin & The Chipmunks one

with unintentional injuries
– that’s 9.2 million
accidents that didn’t have
to happen every year.
Each year, fires occurring

more time, I'll smash the radio!”

during the holiday season

The holidays are a wonderful time for some

claim the lives of more

people and a dreadful time for others. For many,

than 400 Americans,

it's a mixture. The experts tell us that even happy,

injure 1,650 more, and

exciting events are stressful to our minds and our

cause more than $990

bodies.

million in damage

•

Normal routines and schedules are disrupted, which can feel uncomfortable.

•

With so much to do, there's a lot of rushing around to get it done.

•

Giving presents can be stressful- "Am I giving enough…am I giving too much?"

•

Stores and malls during the holidays are crowded and chaotic.

•

Holiday gatherings can be fun, but too much food and drink can take its toll.

•

"Ghosts of Christmas Past" can remind us of disappointments and bring on depression.

Candle-related fires are
one of the most common
holiday home hazards,
averaging more than
12,000 each year,
resulting in 136 deaths,

People should be aware that they may be more likely to have an accident at this time of the year-on the job, at home, or on the road. At work, it’s easy to be distracted by personal matters or
financial concerns and overlook safe work practices. At home, tension between family members is
sometimes high, since they too are feeling both the good and bad holiday stress. Distracted people
tend to be accident prone.

and $450 million in direct
property damage.
About 5,800 people – two
to three every hour – were

Additionally, there are extra physical risks during the holiday season like hanging lights on the roof,
cutting down and lugging a Christmas tree around, or shoveling snow.

more than 1,000 injuries

And when roads and

freeways are jammed with frustrated drivers, the number of auto accidents increase. It's a time to
drive defensively.
Sometimes,

the

worst thing about
the Holidays is the

treated in emergency
departments for fallrelated injuries sustained
while decorating during
the holiday seasons.
Christmas trees, both
natural and artificial, were

time leading up to

the item first ignited in an

them. Once they

estimated average of 240

arrive, there’s a lot

reported home structure

of fun to be had--

fires per year. These fires

so don't have an
accident on the way! Keep in mind that the holidays put extra pressure on everyone this time of the
year. Remembering that may help keep everybody and their loved ones accident-free.
Stay alert. Take extra care. Have a safe and happy holiday!
http://www.toolboxtopics.com/Gen%20Industry/Holiday%20Fun,%20Holiday%20Stress,%20Holiday%20Accidents.htm

caused an estimated
$16.7 million in direct
property damage per
year.
http://www.safetyathome.com
/seasonal-safety/holidaysafety-articles/holidayaccidents-and-injuries-by-thenumbers/
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In 2004, thousands of children age 14 and younger suffered TOY WEAPONS

NO. EYE INJURIES

serious eye injuries, even blindness, from toys. Many of these Guns: Air, BB & Spring (BBs and pellets)
injuries were caused by guns—both toy and recreational, and Toy Weapons (combined types)

2,609
462

playground equipment. Prevent Blindness America recommends: Slingshots and Sling-Propelled Toys
Protect your children’s eyes by not buying them guns or toys not
meant for their age. You can also keep your children safe by OTHER PRODUCTS

8

showing them how to use toys, and if necessary, by watching Toys (other and unclassified)

3,859

them when they play. The table (on right) displays toys that are

Fireworks (classified as toys)

1,069

linked with the most eye injuries in children age 14 and younger.

Playground Equipment

669

http://www.preventblindness.org/sites/default/files/national/documents/fact_sheets/
MK06_DangerousToys.pdf

Bicycles

628

Art Supplies and Crayons/Chalk

466

Trampolines

452

Scooters, Skateboards, Powered Riding Toys

182

Balloons

300

Toy Sports Equipment

240

ATV (4 wheel, 2 wheel)

457

It’s December - isn’t it too late for the flu vaccine? The answer is no! “Flu season typically peaks in
February and can last as late as May,” says Dr. Anne Schuchat, Assistant Surgeon General of the
U.S. Public Health Service and Director of CDC’s National Center for Immunization and Respiratory
Diseases.
For millions of people every season, the flu can mean a fever, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose,
muscle aches, fatigue, and miserable days spent in bed. However, you may not realize that more
than 200,000 people are hospitalized in the United States from flu complications each year. The flu
also can be deadly: CDC estimates that from the 1976-1977 season to the 2006-2007 flu season, fluassociated deaths ranged from a low of about 3,000 to a high of about 49,000 people. This is why
CDC recommends an annual flu vaccine for everyone 6 months and older. It’s available in two forms:
a shot and a nasal spray.

Did You Know?
December also hosts
National Handwashing
Awareness Week
Practicing the 4
Principles of Hand
Awareness behaviors will
ensure you "stay well"
and avoid illnesses such
as the Flu, common cold,
conjunctivitis, bronchitis,

Anyone can get the flu, but some people are at greater risk for serious flu-related complications, like

pneumonia, TB, and

pneumonia, that can lead to hospitalization and even death. For those at greater risk for

more. Remember:

complications, getting the flu vaccine is especially important. People at greater risk include:
• Children younger than 5 years old, but especially children younger than 2 years old
• Pregnant women
• People with certain medical conditions like asthma, diabetes, or heart and lung disease
• People 65 years and older
It’s also important to get the vaccine if you care for anyone in one or more of these high risk groups, or
for babies younger than 6 months because they are too young to get the vaccine.
Flu vaccines are offered in many locations, including doctor’s offices, clinics, health departments,
pharmacies and college health centers. Find your nearest location: http://flushot.healthmap.org.
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/pdf/matte/nivw-vaccination.pdf

1.) WASH your hands
when they are dirty and
BEFORE eating.
2.) DO NOT cough into
your hands.
3.) DO NOT sneeze into
your hands.
4.) Above all, DO NOT
put your fingers into your
eyes, nose, or mouth.
www.henrythehand.com
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MER has received several compliments throughout multiple resource centers for our employees’
demonstration of Best-in-Class safety and operational procedures. Proper decontamination is one
area specifically noticed by our clients.

Values
Professionalism
Integrity
Mutual Respect
Discipline

Recently, a client in the Mid-Atlantic complimented MER on our established work and personnel
decontamination areas during the cleaning of a #6 oil tank in Baltimore, MD. In preparation for the
project, the MER team attached poly to the exterior of the tank around the manway and installed a
portable containment berm beneath the opening to minimize potential contamination of the
surroundings while entering and exiting the tank. Furthermore, the compressor and fuel cans were
properly stored and staged in suitable containments as well. Site cleanliness was the theme for this
project as employees continued to maintain excellent housekeeping throughout the entire job.
Kudos to the whole crew!

MER has several highly skilled operators who have demonstrated the ability and necessary skills to operate heavy equipment
safely. It is just as important, however, that ground personnel are trained as well. These employees need to know how to work
safely around the equipment and when to stay clear. Here are a few common safety rules for operators and ground based
workers to consider:

• Good communication is essential - Use a standardized set of hand signals and/or a radio.
• Operators should always know exactly where all ground-based workers are located.
• High visibility vests will help the operator to locate ground
workers quickly.
• Equipment should have movement warning alarms.
• Work zones separating foot-traffic from equipment should
be identified (cones, barricades, etc.).
• Workers should avoid entering the equipment’s swingradius.
• Personnel shall stay clear of raised loads.

MER conducts blood Lead and Zinc Protoporphyrin (ZPP) level testing for all field employees annually, as well as before and
after certain projects where Lead exposure is likely to occur. The ZPP is primarily used to detect iron deficiency, however
OSHA mandates that the ZPP test accompany every Lead level blood analysis because it can
also aid in detecting and monitoring chronic exposure to Lead in adults. ZPP levels do not
always correlate with the Lead levels; Lead poisoning, however, is one of the main reasons for
increases in ZPP. Typically, when the Lead level has increased, the ZPP is elevated as well.
The OSHA action level for lead in blood is 40µg/dl.

The ACGIH recommended Biological

Exposure Index (BEI) for ZPP is 100µg/dl after one month of exposure. In comparison, MER’s
company-wide average blood Lead level is 2.2µg/dl and average ZPP is 22.6µg/dl.
Employees should have results of exams and blood testing within 30 days of the test. If there is
a concern over an excessive blood Lead level and/or ZPP, the employee would be contacted by
WorkCare and the MER Safety and Health Team.
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